
Hit the Streets, But Watch Your Feet!

SOLE MATTERS
An informational newsletter for patients of Serenity Podiatry & Med Spa.

your feet especially the top and to the front of the ankle. This will

not only keep your feet moisturized, but it will help protect you

from potentially getting skin cancer.

   Stay hydrated! By drinking water constantly throughout the

day, your lower your risk of heat exhaustion, dehydration, and

any foot swelling caused by the heat.

   Treat your feet well after a long day of activities, massage them

with a lotion or foot cream and keep them elevated.

Summer is here and we're all looking forward to a beach bound

vacation filled with warm, shoe-free weather. But be careful

because your dream vacation today can be the root of your foot

troubles tomorrow. Here are some ways you can enjoy your short

term vacation without causing any long term damage to your feet:
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KERYFLEX NAIL
RESTORATION

NOW HIRING:
MEDICAL NAIL TECH

   Limit how much time you

spend barefoot. Walking

barefoot exposes your feet

to sunburn, as well as

plantar warts, athlete's

foot, ring-worm, and other

infections as well as

increasing the risk of

injury to your feet.

   Apply sunscreen all over 



We are now taking bookings for KeryFlex Nail

Restoration. KeryFlex is a painless, in-office

application that restores the appearance of an

individual’s natural nails. It allows for a certified foot

care provider to remodel an individual’s damaged nails

affected by fungus, defects or trauma. The composite

resin creates a flexible, but durable, non-porous nail

that allows the remaining natural nail to grow.   

Unlike acrylic, KeryFlex is flexible, yet durable, and

designed specifically for the toes. It’s free of harsh

acids used in salon systems. KeryFlex is non-porous

and will not allow moisture to permeate and get between

the natural and prosthetic nails.

On average, the application of KeryFlex Bonding Agent,

KeryFlex Resin, and KeryFlex Sealant, with UV light

curing time included, is 15-30 minutes depending on the

how many nails needs to be reconstructed.

FEATURED PRODUCTS
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KeryFlex Nail Restoration

We at Serenity Podiatry and Med Spa

strive to provide comprehensive and

effective Podiatric care in a boutique

style setting. We offer Laser Nail

Therapy! A noninvasive way to treat

nail fungus. No anesthesia or

downtime required. Contact our office

for more information and to schedule

your free consultation!
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Now Hiring !
We are looking to add a Medical Nail Technician to

the Serenity Podiatry team. This position includes

ensuring the highest levels of cleanliness in all

aspects of client care, at all times & providing expert

treatment with the highest level of empathy and care.

Job Requirements:

• MNT/MA Certification

• At least 6 months of experience

• Provide expert nail care, nail application, and

polish

• Ensure the proper standards of sterilization and

sanitation are being followed.

• Maintain guest privacy and confidentiality

 

If interested or know someone who would be perfect

for this position, send a resume to

contact@serenitypodiatry.com

Laser Nail Therapy


